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Abstract: With the aid of computer technology and the use of mathematical physical method, it is of 
special significance to construct a tumor growth model, to obtain the knowledge of tumor biology 
behaviors and to assistant clinical treatment. Based on the solid tumor biochemical environment, the 
proposed model focused on three factors: the concentration of nutrient, extracellular matrix giant 
molecules, and also tumor surrounding tissue environment characteristics, which were combined to 
diffusion terms, convection terms and reaction terms of a diffusion-convection-reaction equation 
which was the foundation of the model. The tumor cells were divided into two groups of proliferating 
cells and necrotic cells. The proposed model established a coupling model which had respective 
equations for these two groups of tumor cells, to show the dynamic tumor growth process with the 
interaction effect of these two groups. The simulation results demonstrated that the proposed model 
could show the process of tumor growth, and the interaction between the tumor growth and the 
various factors, and also coincided with the actual tumor biological behaviors. 

1. Introduction 
In recent decades, a large number of biomedical engineering scientific workers dedicated to the use of 
mathematical models to study the mechanism of tumor growth. In all these tumor growth models, 
some were continuous models, which mainly focused on the large scale development of the whole 
tumor, considering the interaction between tumor cells and one or more chemicals to describe tumor 
cell population growth. This kind of models tended to regard tumor as a continuous system, rather 
than a combination of discrete cells, mainly reflecting the behavior of the overall process of tumor [1]. 
Some researchers thought that the continuous model over-focused on the overall process, ignoring 
the small scale cells, molecules and even gene level details [2]. Then they focused on establishment 
of discrete model [2, 3] or discrete-continuous model (hybrid model) [4, 5]. Anderson et al. [6, 7] 
were working on the hybrid model, using continuous equations to describe the concentration of 
various biochemical factors, both integrating discrete model to describe the growth movement of 
tumor cells, with considering all possible conditions of individual cells in the migration process. Wise 
et al. [8, 9] directly expressed cell proliferation, necrosis, and cell-cell adhesion factors by 
mathematical formulas, making it become a unified continuous model. 

At present these common tumor growth models considers more and more rich levels, which can 
reflect more comprehensive, more detailed form of tumor growth. However, the concern is that if the 
cell number is great, then the calculation of discrete / hybrid model will be very large [7]. More 
importantly, many factors of cell or even smaller scales are of strong randomness, and some of its 
biological mechanism and behavior are even not clear. Because of the uncertainty of the small scale, 
the modeling process often requires to make many assumptions and rules for each cell movement, 
which leads to the lack of practical significance. 

This paper proposes a solid tumor mathematical model mainly from the large scale, with the small 
scale factors reflected in the large scale. The model uses the diffusion-convection-reaction equation 
as the foundation to simulate the overall growth of the solid tumor. Many biochemical environment 
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factors are considered in this model, including nutrient concentration which directly determines the 
tumor cell proliferation rate [10], extracellular matrix (ECM) large molecules concentration which 
induces tumor cell chemotactic movement [7], and the tumor tissue environment. These factors have 
clear biological mechanism, and can be obtained from the medical image or medical experience data, 
easily parameterized. Furthermore, the tumor cells are divided into two groups (proliferating cells 
and necrotic cells) in this model, which results in an establishment of mutual restraint, dynamic 
growth of multi-groups solid tumor growth model. 

2. Basic Model of Solid Tumor Growth 
In addition to the blood, bone marrow and lymphatic system, tumors in other areas are collectively 
referred to as solid tumors. The experimental data and theoretical research showed that tumor 
originated from the interaction between tumor microenvironment and tumor cell genome, thus tumor 
microenvironment, composed of the biochemical environment around tumor cells, plays the 
important role in the process of tumor formation and growth [10].  

This paper uses the diffusion-convection-reaction equation and the diffusion-reaction equation as 
the basic model of solid tumor growth, with considering the effects of two important biochemical 
environmental factors: nutrient and extracellular matrix (ECM): 
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In this model, tϕ represents the volume of the tumor, which will be normalized in the simulation, 
thus the location of the tumor can be judged by the size of volume. For example, the proportion of 
tumor cells volume here is greater than 50%, then the tumor could be considered have grown into this 
position. 

In formula 1, the right-hand side respectively represents diffusion term, convection term and 
reaction term. The diffusion term is used to express tumor cells outward invasion process, in which 
the diffusion coefficient tD  means the rate of tumor cells invasion.  

The convection term is used to represent the chemotactic migration movement of tumor cells. In 
the process of tumor growth, besides the invasion, the chemotactic migration, which is induced by the 
interactions between tumor cell and ECM (cell extracellular matrix, mainly composed of large 
molecules such as fibronectin, laminin, collagen) [7], also plays a key role. Thus e  means the 
concentration of ECM large molecules, then the velocity of the chemotactic migration is expressed 
as v eα= ∇
 , where α  is an adjustment factor, which indicates the degree of the concentration gradient. 

Due to that the tumor cells also secrete matrix degrading enzymes to degrade ECM, the formula 2 
expresses the change of nutrient concentration e , in which eγ  means the ECM degradation rate by 
tumor cells. 

The reaction term is used to represent tumor cell proliferation which must be bound by the 
nutrition environment. Thus n  means the concentration of nutrient, pλ  means tumor cell 
proliferation rate. The formula 3 uses the diffusion-reaction equation to express the change of nutrient 
concentration, in which nD  means nutrient diffusion rate, and nγ  means the rate of nutrient 
consumption by tumor cells. 
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3. Improved Tumor Growth Model 

3.1 Improved Model with Tissue Environment 
In fact, the growth of tumor is not in a blank environment, but the different surrounding tissue 
environment will bring different pressure to tumor growth, some of which are easy to be invaded, 
while some of which may strongly resist tumor continuing to grow. In order to reflect the effect of 
surrounding tissue environment on tumor growth, this paper proposes an improved model by adding 
an environment parameter θ  to characterize the properties of tissue environment. This parameter will 
be quantified in the range of 0~1, and the closer to 1 indicates that the environment is easier to be 
invaded. Thus the formula 1 in basic model is modified as follow: 
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As it shown, the invasion rate, chemotactic migration velocity and proliferation rate are 
respectively modified as tDθ , eαθ∇  and pθλ , positively proportional toθ , which reflects the invasion 
degree of surrounding tissue environment. 

3.2 Improved Model with Necrotic Cells Group 
When tumor grows to a certain stage, tumor consumes a large amount of nutrients, thus the diffusion 
of nutrients will not meet the needs of tumor cells for further growth, and then the necrosis region in 
the tumor center will emerge [11]. Then the tumor cells are divided into proliferative and necrotic 
cells. The proliferative cells will continue to proliferate and to consume nutrients, while the necrotic 
cells will increase as the concentration of nutrients continues to decline, but will no longer consume 
nutrients. Based on this analysis, we improve the model by adding necrotic tumor cells group, the 
volume of which is expressed as dϕ . Then t dϕ ϕ−  represents the volume of proliferative tumor cells. 
The final improved tumor growth model is as follows: 
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Formula 6 is the diffusion-convection-reaction equation of the necrotic cells, in which the 
diffusion and convection terms are consistent with the whole tumor. In reaction term, dλ  means the 
rate of proliferative cells turning to the necrotic cells, and dn  means the lower limit of nutrients 
concentration for proliferative cells surviving. The function ( )H •  is Heaviside function: 
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Then the reaction term in formula 6 indicates that once the nutrient concentration is lower than dn , 
the proliferative cell will change to necrosis cell. 

4. Matlab Simulation and Result Analysis 
Table 1 Model Parameters 

tD  dD  nD  dn  nγ  eγ  pλ  dλ  α  

0.5 0.5 1 0.4 0.3 0.1 0.6 0.1 0.3 
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Matlab is used to simulate the proposed tumor growth model. This paper uses a square with 128 128×  
grid points as the calculation area. This paper respectively uses different shapes as the initial region of 
the tumor ( 1tϕ =  in internal region, 0tϕ =  in external region) to simulate the model, other parameters 
(dimensionless) are listed in Table 1. 

The simulation is started with a regular round shape as the initial tumor region and a completely 
uniform biochemical environment, that the tumor surrounding tissue environment is identical, and 
nutrient concentration distribution and ECM concentration distribution are completely uniform 
( 1, 1, 1n eθ = = =  in all region). The simulation results are shown in Fig. 1. It can be seen from the 
figure, in a completely uniform biochemical environment, the whole tumor (red line) also showes a 
completely uniform growth trend, and with the continuous decrease of nutrient concentration in the 
central region, the tumor appears necrotic region (blue line), which enlarges with increased time. This 
simple simulation results show that the proposed model can reflect the basic tumor invasion growth 
trend, and can reflect the tumor in the growth process will divide into two groups: proliferative cells 
(the area between the red line and blue line) and necrotic cells. 

 
Fig. 1 Simulation results with regular initial tumor shape and uniform biochemical environment 

 
Still with round initial tumor shape, the heterogeneous surrounding tissue environment is also 

simulated by initializing nonuniform parameterθ . In the simulation, two regions with different 
degrees for tumor invasion are initially set up ( 0.01, 0.4θ θ= =  respectively). The initial tissue 
environment distribution and the tumor growth results are shown in Fig. 2. The results show that the 
original regular tumor gradually becomes irregular: when tumor growth meets a hard-invaded tissue, 
the invasion and growth will lag behind other regions, especially when the tissue is too dense to tumor 
invasion, tumor growth will be forced to stay in the area outside and make a detour. This is in line 
with the actual tumor growth.  

 
Fig. 2 Simulation results with regular initial tumor shape and nonuniform tissue environment 

 
Finally, for an irregular initial tumor shape, and in different tissue environments (uniform or 

nonuniform), simulation results are shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen from the figure, tumor growth is 
affected by the tissue environment, but due to the irregular shape of the original tumor, the tumor will 
have specific shape itself in the growth process, and more easily grow toward the direction of 
protuberances. This simulation results are also consistent with the characteristics of tumor growth. 
Because tumor has to constantly absorb nutrients from the outside tissue, so in the process of tumor 
growth, keeping a shape with protuberances, which makes the tumor have more surface area exposed 
to facilitate the absorption of nutrients while the tumor volume increased, is a kind of tumor 
mechanism of self-protection [11]. 
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Fig. 3 Simulation results with irregular initial tumor shape and different tissue environments (top row: 
uniform tissue environment; bottom row: nonuniform tissue environment) 

5. Conclusions 
This paper mainly considered three factors of biochemical environment of solid tumor: the 

nutrient concentration which determines tumor cell proliferation rate, the concentration of ECM large 
molecules which induced tumor cells chemotactic movement, and tumor surrounding tissue 
environment. These factors have a definite biological effect on tumor cells and are easily obtained 
from medical images or medical experience data. Based on the diffusion-convection-reaction 
equation, these small scale factors of cell level are respectively represented by the diffusion, the 
convection and reaction terms, and an overall tumor growth process in a large scale is shown in the 
iterative solution of equation. Meanwhile, the tumor cells are divide to two groups of proliferating 
cells and necrotic cells, thus a coupling model is proposed to reflect the interaction effect of these two 
cell groups in the actual dynamic tumor growth process. The simulation results show that the 
proposed model in this paper can show the overall tumor growth trend and the interaction between 
various factors and tumor cells, and is in line with the biological behavior of the actual tumor growth.  

The model still stays at the stage of mathematical simulation, and the parameters are also 
dimensionless parameters, which need to be matched with the real tumor growth parameters. A key 
problem is how to quantify these parameters, such as proliferation rate and consumption rate, to make 
them have practical physical meanings and units. Furthermore, the angiogenesis [12] and tumor 
heterogeneity [13] are also have an important role in the process of tumor growth. These factors will 
be considered and modeled in our future work. 
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